
Cannabis King BigMike, Founder of Advanced
Nutrients, to Marry Bulgarian Supermodel
King of cannabis BigMike Straumietis is engaged to be
married to supermodel-turned-entrepreneur Ceci
Krasimirova.

LOS ANGELES, CA, UNITED STATES, December 15,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- At sunset, November 18,
on the Caribbean island of Anguilla, BigMike
Straumietis presented Ceci Krasimirova with a
flawless diamond ring. Among the rarest and purest
on earth, fewer than two percent of all diamonds fall
into the flawless category, and such gemstones were
typically reserved throughout history for kings and
queens alone. Krasimirova’s ring is comprised of
three main stones, totalling 6 carats — three stones
being a representation of the trinity, which holds
power and significance in many cultures and
mythologies — as well as other special, secret
symbols for the two lovebirds alone.

BigMike and Krasimirova’s relationship began over a
decade ago in Bulgaria. Upon being introduced at a
mountainside restaurant, BigMike was floored by
Krasimirova’s unique beauty and stunning blue eyes.
The pair hit it off and began a long, private, romantic
courtship. Because Krasimirova did not speak much
English and BigMike had yet to begin learning
Bulgarian, at first the couple communicated through a translator.

Krasimirova sparked more than just romantic interest in BigMike; she also served as the catalyst
for his complete physical and mental transformation. Previously unhealthy in his diet and
lifestyle, BigMike now eats clean and adheres to a daily physical regimen, thanks to the
encouragement and support of Krasimirova.

Krasimirova began modeling at age 12 in her home country of Bulgaria, reaching the heights of
supermodel success during the ’90s. She’s won several awards throughout her career, including
the titles of Miss Shopkinia, Top Model of Bulgaria and Top Model of Europe. However, her
professional pursuits span more than just fashion and beauty — Krasimirova is also a
choreographer who leads a Bulgarian dance team, an entrepreneur in the health and fitness
space, and an ardent cannabis grower and advocate.

BigMike has been a cannabis grower and entrepreneur since 1983. He is the founder and CEO of
Advanced Nutrients, the world’s No. 1 cannabis-specific cultivation company. BigMike’s latest
ventures include Lacturnus Labs — a $20-million cannabis research center located in Los
Angeles — and BigMike’s Blends, his namesake line of ultra-premium, outcome-based pre-rolls.
His Instagram @BigMike currently has more than 2.5 million followers.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.advancednutrients.com/
http://lacturnuslabs.com/needs-your-advice/
https://www.instagram.com/bigmike/?hl=en


Over the past decade, BigMike and Krasimirova’s courtship has transformed into true and lasting
love. The power couple stands poised to propel their many business ventures to new heights,
and look forward to potential collaborative endeavors in the future as well.
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